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HE admirable five-year-old

Marie’s Diamond has been a

terrific servant to

Middleham Park Racing and

thrilled his supporters with a return to

the winner’s enclosure at Ayr on July 19.

The Footstepsinthesand entire was a

Group 3 winner as a juvenile, landing

the Anglesey Stakes at the Curragh from

Viadera, a subsequent Grade 1 winner in

the US, and Just Wonderful, the

subsequent Group 2 Rockfel Stakes

winner.

At three and four, Marie’s Diamond

was a winner at Listed level. First, he

was a game winner of the Pomfret

Stakes at Pontefract and then, almost a

year later, he impressed greatly in

Newmarket’s Paradise Stakes, slamming

Lord Tennyson by four lengths after

making all the running.

Perhaps his most impressive

performance to date, however, was

when he ran in the Group 1 Queen Anne

Stakes at Royal Ascot last year. Given a

positive ride by Joe Fanning in a stellar

field, Marie’s Diamond finished an

excellent third behind the favourite,

Circus Maximus, beaten a little over

three lengths.

Marie’s Diamond made a promising

seasonal debut this year, following My

Oberon home in the Earl of Sefton

Stakes at Newmarket. Since then, he

had failed to produce his best in three

runs, including his handicap debut at

Sandown last time out.

At Ayr, six went to post for the mile

handicap, the feature race on the holiday

Monday card. Market preference was

for Shelir, narrowly beaten over course

and distance earlier in the month.

Shelir set out to make all the running,

and Ben Curtis was content to ask

Marie’s Diamond to track the leader

until well into the straight. Sent to join

the leader with two furlongs to run,

Marie’s Diamond initially looked likely

to be held by Shelir, but in the final half

furlong he gained the upper hand,

keeping on well to score by a head.

YNDICATE manager Mike

Prince was delighted to see the

horse back in the winner’s

enclosure. 

‘The key to him is that quick

ground,’ he told the Klarion. 

‘When he gets that, he just gets

rolling and really battles. He’s a

different animal when its quick.’

Marie's Diamond turned out again on

the final day of July, this time in a mile

handicap at Hamilton. Ridden by Ben

Curtis, he finished strongly after

meeting trouble in running in the home

straight but could not catch Artistic

Rifles and had to settle for second

place, beaten two lengths. 
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Diamond sparkles again


